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Visibility and high user numbers ensure safety in Tokai and Cecilia.

In Tokai, user activity also serves to protect the urban edge from crime.
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Objectives
• Work together
• Ensure safe user environments within the Tokai Cecilia area
• Acknowledge the realities of an open access park
• Acknowledge the realities of urban environments surrounding the park
• Devise joint, sustainable strategies that can succeed
• Develop partnerships
• Use technology
• Adopt measures to suit specific risks in different areas
• Retain and ensure visibility in all areas
• Use this framework as a model for the broader National Park
Actions

- Leverage existing and virtual communications centres for incident reporting
- Ensure multiple emergency access routes are maintained & accessible
- Fixed and mobile panic buttons
- Cameras / IoT Technology
- Formalise car guards
- Empower communities
- Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
Actions

- Partner with security providers
- Increased high visibility patrols by user groups and honorary rangers
- Additional SANParks visibility patrols
- Record incidents centrally and make these available to partners
- High site viewers / Observation Posts
- Appropriate usage of drones
- Visibility, high user numbers secure safety in Tokai Cecilia
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Actions

• **Lower Tokai** - Retain and ensure visibility in Lower Tokai – high canopy trees, wider paths in fynbos areas, limit plant height, viewing decks, provide horse and emergency tracks, high mounted mobile PTZ cameras, drones, high visibility patrols

• **Middle Tokai** – increase traffic, open to other users, develop additional “eyes and ears” capabilities

• **Upper Tokai** – user group solutions in partnership with providers, high visibility patrollers, high sight viewers, observation posts (Elephants Eye)

• **Cecilia Forest** – formalized car guards, vendors, cameras, IoT hidden detection technology
**Principles**

- Design for Safety
- Start Small – Regain Trust
- Leverage off what exists
- Adapt to the Terrain
- Plan, Do, Check, Act

**Questions Please**